
Fully automatic online shoe sole and upper spraying robot

Automatic on-line shoe sole spraying system:
automatic shoe sole spraying system, simple and convenient operation, using 3D vision
positioning system. Automatic recognition and automatic generation of spraying trajectory.
Robot non-contact spraying gun is used to complete the process of shoe sole spraying
with maturity, stability, high speed and high precision along the predetermined trajectory.
The automatic generation of spraying trajectory is the realization of shoe sole spraying
technology.

Shoe sole spraying characteristics:
1.Positioning System: 3D Visual Positioning
2.Components: Intelligent Robot, Laser Scanner, Industrial Computer, Gum Spraying
System, Conveyor Belt, Electrical Control System, etc.
3.Spraying time: slightly different according to shoe size and spraying time

Fully automatic sole spraying advantages:
1. Simple application: suitable for soles of different specifications, models and sizes
2. Faster speed: 6-8 seconds to complete sole scanning and spraying, superior to similar



products at home and abroad.
3. Quality stability: gum spraying trajectory is scheduled, gum dosage is fixed, gum
spraying quality is greatly improved.
4. High cost performance: the same performance, the price is only 1/3 of the same type of
equipment of European brand.
5. Reduce wear and tear: glue is fully utilized and not wasted, reducing human contact
with glue.

Intelligent operation advantage manual only need general operation can be automated
workshop, mechanical arm automatic spraying glue, accurate spraying, reduce glue
waste. Environmental protection effect of long-term close contact with glue seriously
affects human health and mechanical work, glue does not directly contact, do not harm
the human body.

Fully automatic spraying, shoe sole adhesion process for automatic spraying machine, will
not cause great challenges!

With the deepening of personalized shoemaking, higher requirements have been put
forward for the spraying technology in shoemaking process. The method of creating
spraying trajectory must be adapted to shoes of different sizes and styles. The automatic
generation of spraying trajectory is one of the key technologies to realize the automation
of shoe sole spraying process.

The method of off-line programming and real-time generation of spraying trajectory for
robots based on the three-dimensional CAD model of sole and the data of sole. A new
method of generating spray trajectory by scanning the sole of shoe upper with linear
structured light sensor is presented. The feasibility of the method is verified by industrial



robots. Aiming at the need of generating shoe sole spray rubber trajectory based on line
structured light, the format standard of IGES file of three-dimensional model of shoe sole
was tested. The shoe sole contour line and the shoe sole surface were extracted, and
then the offset curve of the shoe sole contour line on the shoe sole surface was calculated
to obtain the spray rubber trajectory.

Three-dimensional profilometer is to use structured light to obtain sole information,
effectively improve the automatic shoemaking spraying process, which will help to
improve the efficiency of shoemaking, improve the quality of footwear products, and
promote the development of personalized shoemaking.


